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QNoQuestion Option Correct

1

Suppose box 1 contains 4 red and 5 blue coins and box 2 contains 6 red and 3 blue coins. A coin is chosen at
random from the box 1 and placed in box 2. Finally, a coin is chosen at random from among those now in box
2. What is the probability a blue coin was transferred from box 1 to box 2 given that the coin chosen from box
2 is red?

1⁄2

7⁄10

15⁄29 Correct

14⁄29

2 In octal, the twelve-bit two’s complement of the hexadecimal number 2AF16 is 65218 Correct

65128

65228

62518

3 Let P: If Rajesh bowls, Ashok hits a century. , Q: If Rajeev bowls , Rajesh gets out on first ball. Now if P is
true and Q is false then which of the following can be true?

Rajesh bowled and Ashok hits a
century Correct

Rajeev bowled and Rajesh got out
on first ball

Rajesh bowled and Ashok got out

Rajeev did not bowled

4 A simple undirected planar graph G having 10 vertices with 15 edges. If G is a connected graph, then the
number of bounded faces in any embedding of G on the plane is equal to 5

6 Correct

4

9

5 Let LASTPOST, LASTIN and LASTPRE denote the last vertex visited in a postorder, inorder and preorder
traversal. Respectively, of a complete binary tree. Which of the following is always true? LASTPRE = LASTPOST

LASTIN = LASTPRE

LASTIN = LASTPOST



None of these Correct

6 Consider a transportation problem, where the number of occupied routes is less than the number of rows plus
the number of columns -1, solution is called: Degenerate. Correct

Unbalanced

Optimal

Infeasible

7 Slack variable is mostly used in equation which is of Greater than or equal to constraint

Less than or equal to constraint Correct

Slacked constraints

Equal to constraint

8 Average time required to reach a storage location in memory and obtain its contents is called Access Time Correct

Seek Time

Turnaround Time

Transfer Time

9 An instruction code must specify the address of the ? Opecode

Operand Correct

Both Opecode and Operand

None of these

10 A single control line that informs destination unit that a valid is available on the bus called Ping

Strobe Correct

Token

Handshake

11 Smallest integer that can be represented by an 8-bit number in 2’s complement is -127



-256

-128 Correct

0

12 Performance of Cache memory is frequently measured in terms of Qauntity, called Read Ratio

Hit Ratio

Latency Ratio Correct

None of these

13 To get the effective address, content of program counter is added to the address part of the instructions is
called Register Mode

Implied Mode

Relative Address Mode Correct

Index Address Mode

14 The major task is to remove repeating attributes to separate tables in ______. Fourth Normal Form Correct

Third Normal Form

First Normal Form

Second Normal Form

15 Which of the following is not the member of class? Virtual function

Const function

Static function

Friend function Correct

16 Reference is not the same as a pointer. Why ? Reference doesn't need an explicit
dereferencing mechanism.

A reference once established
cannot be changed.

A reference can never be null.



All of these Correct

17 Concept to determining at runtime what method to invoke is called .__________ Dynamic Typing

Dynamic Loading

Dynamic Binding Correct

Data hiding

18 Which function among the following can’t be accessed outside the class in java in same package? void show()

public void show()

protected show() Correct

static void show()

19 Which operator associativity starts from right side in C++ program.? Simple assignment operator = Correct

Add operator +

Subtract operator -

Bit shift operator <<

20 Keyword is used to declare variables in javascript is called Dim

String

Var Correct

None of these

21 To match the specific XML elements child like of parent element is the syntax will be <xsl:template
match="PLANET/NAME"> Correct

<xsl:template match="/NAME">

<xsl:template
match="PLANET_NAME">

<xsl:template match="//">



22 When a JavaScript object is sent to Java, the runtime engine creates a Java wrapper of type JSObject Correct

JavaObject

ScriptObject

Jobject

23 In raster scan display, the frame buffer holds Scanning Instructions

Line Drawing Commands

Intensity Information Correct

Image Resolution

24 Data warehouse architecture is based on _______. RDBMS Correct

DBMS

Sybase

SQL Server

25 In K - Nearest Neighbour, what will happen when you increase/decrease the value of k? Smoothness of boundary doesn’t
dependent on value of K

Boundary becomes smoother with
decreasing value of K

Boundary becomes smoother with
increasing value of K Correct

None of these

26 Which algorithm apply to solve temporal probabilistic reasoning? Hidden markov model Correct

Depth-first search

Hill-climbing search

Breadth-first search

27 What will happen, if the resources are always preempted from the same process? Starvation Correct

Deadlock



Aging

System crash

28 Banker's algorithm is used to _____. Prevent deadlock Correct

Rectify deadlock

Solve deadlock

Detect deadlock

29 Why RAID level 3 supports a lower number of I/Os per second ? I/O cycle consumes a lot of CPU
time

Only one disk participates per I/O
request

Every disk has to participate in
every I/O request Correct

All of these

30 In operating system, the portion of the process scheduler that dispatches processes is concerned with Assigning ready processes to
waiting queue

Assigning running processes to
blocked queue

Assigning ready processes to
CPU Correct

All of these

31 The Test Cases Derived from use cases are
Most useful in uncovering defects
in the process flows during the
testing use of the system.

Most useful in covering the defects
in the process flows during real
world use of the system.

Most useful in covering the defects
at the Integration Level.

Most useful in uncovering defects
in the process flows during real
world use of the system.

Correct



32 Which one of these belongs to integration testing in the OO context? Sandwich Testing

Unit Testing

Thread Based Testing Correct

Regression Testing

33 The reason for software bugs and failures is due to Software Developers

Software Companies

Both Software Developers and
Software Companies Correct

None

34 Which four framework activities are found in the Extreme Programming(XP) ? Planning, design, coding, testing Correct

Planning, analysis, coding, testing

Analysis, design, coding, testing

Planning, analysis, design, coding

35 We know that Matrix contains m rows and n columns, Sparse Matrix is called if Total number of Zero elements =
m-n

Total number of Zero elements =
m + n

Total number of Zero elements >
(m*n)/2 Correct

Total number of Zero elements =
m/n

36 B-tree of order n is a order-n multiway tree in which each non-root node contains ______. exact (n – 1)/2 keys

at most (n – 1)/2 keys

at least (n – 1)/2 keys Correct

at least 2n keys



37 When we say that an algorithm X is asymptotically more efficient than Y, what does it mean?
Y will be a better choice for small
inputs

X will be a better choice for all
inputs

X will be a better choice for small
inputs

X will be a better choice for large
inputs Correct

38 Worst case time complexity of linear search algorithm is_____. Ο(log n)

Ο(n2)

Ο(1)

Ο(n) Correct

39 Worst Case Time complexity of heap sort is O(logn)

O(n logn) Correct

O(n)

O(n2)

40 Minimum number of stacks required in Finite automata. 0 Correct

2

1

None of these

41 Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD), we need a restriction on the Signal Size

Collision Size

Station Size

Frame Size Correct

42 Segmentation of Data stream happens at Physical Layer



Transport Layer Correct

Network Layer

Data Link Layer

43 Routing tables of a router keeps track of Port Assignments to network
devices

Routes to use for forwarding data
to its destination Correct

Distribute IP address to network
devices

MAC Address Assignments

44 The root of the DNS tree is an empty string Correct

a string of characters

a string of 63 characters

None of these

45 Number of rounds (iterations) each with a round key in DES Algorithm Cipher System. 16 Correct

12

18

9

46 World’s first cellular system to specify digital modulation and network level architecture is___. CDMA

AMPS

GSM Correct

IS-54

47 Artificial intelligence is Making a Machine intelligent Correct

Programming with your own
intelligence



Putting your intelligence into
Computer

None of these

48 Fuzzy Logic differ from conventional control methods. For Approach

While Approach

IF and THEN Approach Correct

Do Approach

49 State space is Representing your problem with
variable and parameter Correct

whole problem

Problem you design

Your Definition to a problem

50 A* algorithm is based on Depth-First –Search

Best-First-Search Correct

Breadth-First-Search

None

51 A detailed description of the methodology of research is included in, Conference paper

Thesis Correct

Article

Journal paper

52 Research ethics include, Honesty Correct

Accuracy

Data collection method

None of these



53 The purpose of the bibliography in a report is: Useful for extended research

Provides authenticity to report

Helpful in looking different
perspectives of research

All of these Correct

54 Questionnaires that offer the flexibility to respondent to answer in their own words is called, Open –ended questions Correct

Schedule

Closed ended questions

Combined questionnaire

55 The observer is a part of the phenomena or group which is observed and he acts as both an observer and a
participant is called, Participant observation Correct

Sampling

Coding

Direct observation

56 Data entails measurement in which numbers are used directly to represent properties of things are: Primary data

Qualitative data

Secondary data

Quantitative data Correct

57 Description of things made without assigning numeric value is called, Secondary data

Qualitative data Correct

Primary data

Quantitative data

58 Which one of these is called territorial data? Resources endowment Correct



Ownership

Age

Gender

59 Which of the following is not covered under Intellectual Property Rights? Copyrights

Patents

Trade marks

Thesaurus Correct

60 An appropriate source to find out descriptive information is................ . Bibliography

Directory

Encyclopedia Correct

Dictionary

61 In the process of conducting research ‘Formulation of Hypothesis’ is followed by, Statement of Objectives

Analysis of Data

Selection of Research Tools Correct

Collection of Data

62 A reasoning where we start with certain particular statements and conclude with a universal statement is called, Deductive Reasoning

Inductive Reasoning Correct

Abnormal Reasoning

Transcendental Reasoning

63 Which of the following is the first step in starting the research process? Searching sources of information
to locate problem

Survey of related literature

Identification of problem Correct



Searching for solutions to the
problem

64 In relations to research related data, Mean, Median and Mode are: Measures of deviation

Measures of error

Ways of sampling

None of these Correct

65 M is the son of Q. N is M’s sister and she has a daughter R and a son E. Y is maternal aunt of R. How is Y
related to N? If N has only one brother. Brother in law

Sister

Mother

Sister in law Correct

66 Find the missing term in the given number series.
5, 25, 7, ……. , 9, 19 28

27

22 Correct

23

67 Find the missing term in the given number series.
5, 11, 21, 35, ……. 53 Correct

55

57

63

68 Find the missing term in the given number series.
1, 10, 25, 46, ……. 83

73 Correct

77



86

69
Find the missing term in the given number series.
62, 64, ……. , 32, 14, 16 28

27

30 Correct

32

70 Find the missing term in the given number series.
2, 10, 30, …… , 130 66

86

78

68 Correct

71 Find the missing term in the given alphabet series. ACG, DGL, GKQ, …… MPY

JOV Correct

LOS

IMV

72 Sampling which provides for a known non zero chance of selection is: Probability sampling Correct

Non-probability sampling

Multiple choice

Analysis

73 Failure to acknowledge the borrowed material (Take and use of others material as one’s own) is called, Acknowledgement

Plagiarism Correct

Foot-note

Citation

74 A short summary of Technical Report is called, Abstract Correct



Publication

Article

Guide

75 When a hypothesis is stated negatively it is called, Relational hypothesis

Null hypothesis Correct

Situational hypothesis

Casual hypothesis

76 Concepts which cannot be given operational definitions are ………… concepts. Verbal

Oral

Hypothetical Correct

Operational

77 ………….. is a way to systematically solve the research problem. Technique

Operations

Research methodology Correct

Research Process

78 “A system of systematically interrelated concepts definitions and propositions that are advanced to explain and
predict phenomena” is known as, Facts

Theory Correct

Values

Generalization

79 “Empirically verifiable observation” is: Fact Correct

Theory

Value



Statement

80 Research undertaken for knowledge sake is: Pure research Correct

Action research

Pilot study

Survey

81 Scientific method is committed to, Neutrality

Ethics

Proposition

Objectivity Correct

82 Basing conclusions without any bias and value judgment is, Facts

Specificity

Values

Objectivity Correct

83 Facts or information’s are analyzed and critical evaluation is made in, Survey

Action Research

Analytical research Correct

Pilot study

84 Motivation Research is a type of …………… research Quantitative

Qualitative Correct

Pure

Applied

85 A research which follows case study method is called, Clinical or diagnostic Correct



Casual

Analytical

Qualitative

86 Identifying causes of a problem and possible solution to a problem is, Field study

Diagnostic study Correct

Action study

Pilot study

87 Which of the following is an example of primary data? Book

Journal

Newspaper Correct

Census report

88 Which of the following is a funding agency for sponsored research projects? RBI

DST Correct

All nationalized banks

PTI

89 Converting a question into a Researchable problem is called ………… Solution

Examination

Problem formulation Correct

Problem solving

90 The formulated problem should have, Originality Correct

Values

Coherence



Facts

91 A ……………… is an abstraction formed by generalization from particulars. Hypothesis

Variable

Concept Correct

Facts

92 Concepts are ……………. of Research. Guide

Tools Correct

Methods

Variables

93 Analogies are sources of ………………. Data

Concept

Research

Hypothesis Correct

94 Propositions which describe the characteristics are …………. Hypothesis. Descriptive Correct

Imaginative

Relational

Variable

95 A Hypothesis contributes to the development of …………. Theory Correct

Generalization

Evolution

Concept

96 The chief merit of survey is, Adaptability



Sensibility

Connectivity

Versatility Correct

97 The final stage of a survey is ………………. Calculation

Field work

Assignment

Reporting Correct

98 The Report submitted when there is a time lag between data collection and presentation of Result is called, Thesis

Interim report Correct

Summary report

Article

99 ………………. is called publication in a Research journal. Guide

Popular report

Research article Correct

Format

100 Bibliography generally includes, Foot note

Quotations

List of books referred Correct

Biography


